Risk Acceptance and Desire for Shared Decision Making in Pediatric Computed Tomography Scans: A Survey of 350.
The dual goals of this study were to assess the level of radiation risk parents are comfortable with and also whether they expect a shared decision making conversation. A convenience sample of adult patients in the emergency department was surveyed. Participants were educated regarding the associated radiation risk with computed tomography (CT) scans. They were then surveyed about their willingness to accept the risk of radiation exposure to their children given varying degrees of pretest probability of a clinically significant finding. Additionally, participants were surveyed regarding whether a physician should provide shared decision making. A total of 350 surveys were collected. For low, moderate, and high pretest probability of a positive finding on CT, the proportion of participants who would want a CT for their child was 37% (95% confidence interval [95% CI], 32-43%), 70% (95% CI, 65-75%), and 89% (95% CI, 85-92%), respectively. If the likelihood of a positive CT scan was very low (<5%), 24% (95% CI, 20-29%) were willing to have the study performed on their child. Participants would not want a CT for their child regardless of the probability of finding significant pathology in 9% of those surveyed (28/315). Participants wanted a physician to counsel them before ordering a potentially dangerous test in 93% of the surveys. In a test with an estimated 1:1000 risk of cancer, 91% of participants felt that a doctor should always discuss the risk before ordering the study. Parents are less willing to accept the risk of radiation from CT scan on their child as the likelihood of positive findings decrease. Parents overwhelmingly want an informed discussion before getting a potentially dangerous test.